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AT&T has approached satellite provider DirecTV about a possible acquisition, in a bid to more closely integrate TV and broadband services, according to the Wall Street Journal.The deal is expected to be worth more than $40 billion, and would combine DirecTV's approximately 20 million TV subscribers with AT&T's already existing U-verse TV
offering, which added 201,000 subscribers in the first quarter to reach 5.7 million.The possible deal comes as the U.S. TV sector is in a state of flux, after cable giant Comcast announced a $45.2 billion deal to purchase competing cable television and broadband provider Time Warner Cable in February. That still has to win regulatory approval in the
face of considerable opposition.In Europe, Vodafone has acquired Germany's largest cable operator, Kabel Deutschland, and Spanish cable operator Ono. In France, cable operator NumA(c)ricable is buying mobile and fixed-line operator SFR.Telecom operators and pay-TV providers around the world are under pressure from Internet-based voice and
video services, respectively. Shrinking revenues from voice and messaging thanks to competition from the likes of WhatsApp and Skype are forcing operators to look for new revenue streams. At the same time the battle for viewers is growing more intense thanks to content becoming available from a growing number of companies as well as products
such as Amazon's new Fire TV.In 2013, DirecTV's U.S. revenues increased 6 percent to $24.68 billion compared to the prior year thanks to an increasing average revenue per user. However, net subscriber additions decreased from 199,000 to 169,000 in the prior year. The decline in gross additions was in part due to a more challenging competitive
environment and mature industry, DirecTV said earlier this year. AT&T and DirecTV both declined to comment on the possibility of an acquisition.Send news tips and comments to mikael_ricknas@idg.com Copyright © 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. (latest update August 01, 2022) DirecTV offers television and radio via satellite. DirecTV services
homes and businesses. Is it up or down? Is it down for me? Check the status or Report your issues below! Advertisement - Continue Reading Below No problems detected with DIRECTV last 20 minutes Problems in the last 24 hours Show Social Media Reports Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Most
Recent problems & website status map issues located from Palo Alto Check Out Map Report Your Problem with DIRECTV Outage Streaming 0% issue reported Signal Issue 0% issue reported Website 0% issue reported Login 0% issue reported Others 0% issue reported 0% issue reported Histrorical Map Issues Check out current DIREC TV outage and
problems if it is not working today, DirecTV is an American Satellite TV provider and is owned by AT&T. Total outage of DirecTV service is seen rarely although other problems are reported here so often, commonly reported issues are as followings. Unable to add a channel, no signal found, a specific channel saying scrambled signal, or dish receiver
problems. What type of issue is it you can check out the current reports and issues which DirecTV is having in your region and in other areas of United States. We continuously monitor the Direct TV service and if we get the service down at any time we update our visitors regarding the type of problem and possible time it will take to completely
figure out. The map provided here will show you the areas where the service is currently down, and also it shows how widespread the problem is going and which regions are affected with this outage. All of the consumers of DirecTV satellite service should add a report here if the service goes down, this is the best place to check out what has
happened with the service and possible reasons which led Direc TV down. Official website of Direct TV is www.directv.com, you can check the Direct TV outage map report here posted by twitter users while they are unable to browse the Direct TV website. Is DIRECTV Outage & you are facing problems today, check out the live outage reports OR
submit a review below. ------- koconews any idea why channel 5 isn t working on DirecTV Local problem Or the feed coming from NY DIRECTV Since HELP is down how do I find channels for ALTITUDE ASPIRE Discovery Life Enslave Fusion Gala MAVTV PRST amp REVOLT DIRECTV Lots of web issues HELP is down Package display has NO INFO
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cause of rain Fuck Directv and I come back to being down 50 what the fuck y all Hey DIRECTV Turn down your motherfucking volume on your ads Seriously it s fucking ridiculous When DIRECTV goes down during the playoffs RandyBolerjack Soundtechdez ROOTSPORTS NW That was weird twitter and you guys down there lost it all had DirecTV but
not twitter Miss our iHeartCountry Music Festival No problem Relive the best moments NOW on DIRECTV Ch 239 or DIRECTV NOW GreysABC can t watch the finale because DIRECTV s channel for fox is down DIRECTV Ur landing pages aren t wrkng click on SMS Bill Pay or Help Center takes u 2 same Site Down page DIRECTV - still waiting 4
DirectTV to send promised gift card 4 renewing contract in Feb Online Cust service is down Phone has long times Hey DIRECTV is quite ridiculous to charge 200 to move 10 minutes down the road RBR Josh SECNetwork AlabamaSB UA Athletics DIRECTV Watch espn stream is down DIRECTV I keep getting emails saying you want to win me back but
when I call I can t get through Hmm wonder why retention is a problem DIRECTV my local channels only in St Louis MO area Hazelwood have been out since early this morning Does anyone know the problem kimkomando ATTCares DIRECTV DIRECTVService It boils down to these next two tweets JayJAZZYxo Depends on where live I have at amp t
unlimited with no problem Love it because get money off my DIRECTV with free HBO DIRECTV Just spoke with a supervisor re 1 of our Genie boxes not working Not thrilled with timeline amp protocol for resolution DirecTV Now Live-Streaming TV Service Suffers Another Outage DIRECTV The stupid idiot I talked to them said he canceled that order
no problem I would not have to pay shippin DIRECTV A few days ago I had another technical issue I did the online chat but since everyone who works for DIRECTV Only had DIRECTV for 2 months Been one problem after another amp now On Demand hasn t worked in over a week We want out DIRECTV Since your upgrade We experienced a problem
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the universe is giving me the for considering that Ketch dartboard Sucks that DIRECTV takes so long to boot back up after a 2 second power outage when you are watching tornado warning coverage DIRECTV ATT AudienceMusic That s nice but if netneutrality is struck down and my netflix subscription goes AT&T has approached satellite provider
DirecTV about a possible acquisition, in a bid to more closely integrate TV and broadband services, according to the Wall Street Journal. The deal is expected to be worth more than $40 billion, and would combine DirecTV’s approximately 20 million TV subscribers with AT&T’s already existing U-verse TV offering, which added 201,000 subscribers in
the first quarter to reach 5.7 million. The possible deal comes as the U.S. TV sector is in a state of flux, after cable giant Comcast announced a $45.2 billion deal to purchase competing cable television and broadband provider Time Warner Cable in February. That still has to win regulatory approval in the face of considerable opposition. In Europe,
Vodafone has acquired Germany’s largest cable operator, Kabel Deutschland, and Spanish cable operator Ono. In France, cable operator Numéricable is buying mobile and fixed-line operator SFR. Telecom operators and pay-TV providers around the world are under pressure from Internet-based voice and video services, respectively. Shrinking
revenues from voice and messaging thanks to competition from the likes of WhatsApp and Skype are forcing operators to look for new revenue streams. At the same time the battle for viewers is growing more intense thanks to content becoming available from a growing number of companies as well as products such as Amazon’s new Fire TV. In
2013, DirecTV’s U.S. revenues increased 6 percent to $24.68 billion compared to the prior year thanks to an increasing average revenue per user. However, net subscriber additions decreased from 199,000 to 169,000 in the prior year. The decline in gross additions was in part due to a more challenging competitive environment and mature industry,
DirecTV said earlier this year. AT&T and DirecTV both declined to comment on the possibility of an acquisition. Let others know about your problems with DIRECTV: Write comment About DIRECTV DirecTV is an American television broadcasting satellite service provider which provides direct access to content. Since 2015, they are a subsidiary
of AT&T. Its founded on a satellite service which transmits digital satellite cable and television, and also radio, directly to homes all over the US, Latin America and the Caribbean.
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